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COMMUNITY

Masechta Shabbos Awaits You
Learn It. Chazer It. Own It!

RABBI SHLOMO YEHUDA SCHUSTER

On Shabbos Parashas Korach, June 27, hundreds
of Oraysa participants from around the world will proclaim, “Hadran alach Masechta Brachos vehadrach alan!”
We will return to you, Masechta Brachos, and you shall
return to us!
This familiar, intimate farewell to a masechta upon
completion will have special significance for these lomdim, who, over the past six months, developed a personal bond with Masechta Brachos, learning and absorbing
it amud after amud, many of them with daily and weekly
chazaras and optional monthly bechinos. They are now
coming away with a lifelong affinity and attachment to
the opening tractate of Torah Sheb’al Peh!
Indeed, there is another translation to the words
Hadran alach vehadrach alan that is equally apropos:
Masechta Brachos, your splendor remains with us and
our splendor shall remain with you forever!
The Oraysa program, an initiative for a daily amud
vechazarah, was launched immediately after the 13th
Siyum Hashas, which took place this past winter. Klal
Yisrael came away from that momentous celebration of
accomplishment with a clear message. Not only does
one need to have a daily learning seder, but he also
needs to have a strategic goal that motivates him day
in and day out.
That very Sunday, January 5, scores of chaburos,
chavrusos and individuals in communities around the
world set out on a journey with a united goal of learning

and retaining Shas through a methodical and realistic
program. Participants would learn one new amud each
day, Sunday through Thursday, along with a thorough
chazarah of the previous day’s amud. Friday and Shabbos would be reserved for chazering the week’s two and
a half blatt.
Oraysa has become a household name, warmly embraced by lomdim from the full spectrum of the
Olam HaTorah, including baalei battim, mechanchim
and kollel yungeleit. Now, six months later, they celebrate the vision behind the program which has resulted
in their long-term retention of the masechta.
The program provides a plethora of resources,
including daily audio and video shiurim, marei mekomos
and review sheets, and the popular, interactive Rischa
D’Oraysa Q&As sent daily to participants via email. All

Getting Down to Business
AVIGAIL MENZELEFSKY

We are all in a rush these days. We’re always running to a meeting (virtual, of
course), running to finish a project before a deadline (from our home office), or
running to set up all our children’s Zoom tablets in time for class. When do we
have time for personal or business development and learning? When do we have
time for educating ourselves?
Enter
“micro-learning!”
What if I told you that in
daily 60-second video clips,
you could learn an incredible
amount from real-world business leaders today? What if I
let you in on a little secret and
said that a new platform for
learning and growing has just
launched, with you in mind?
You’d be listening, wouldn’t
you?
Business Class is a daily
video tip with pertinent advice
from C-level executives and
today’s business leaders. Hear
from business giants such as Beth Comstock, Jeffrey Hayzlett, Joe Hart, Linda
Kaplan Thaler, Shep Hyken and many more!
The 60-second (or shorter) video clips cover topics such as setting goals,
building trust, defining your brand, customer loyalty, marketing, finance, among
other primary business categories. Catapult your business into the 21st century
with these tried and proven methods.
This is an incredible opportunity to learn how to grow your business skills
with daily bite-sized tidbits from the world-renowned business leaders. Let them
be the guiding light for how you conduct your daily business lives. Are you ready
to — b’ezras Hashem — see tremendous growth in your business?
Follow us to see our daily videos or sign up for our daily broadcast on by
texting “Sign Up” to +1 (718) 594-6519.

resources can be accessed any time from anywhere via
the website www.oraysa.org.
In addition, a monthly optional bechinah is given
every fourth Sunday on the 10 blatt learned over the
course of the month. The bechinah is a critical tool for
testing and promoting retention, motivating participants to do an additional pre-bechinah review at the
end of each month.
Oraysa also provides support for setting up local shiurim, chaburos, chavrusos and more. The handy, easyto-use calendar produced by Oraysa provides a clear
outline of the program and one’s ongoing progress. A
custom calendar can be created and maintained by creating a log-in account on the website.
The start of Mesechta Shabbos is an opportunity to
join this initiative and acquire this fundamental masechta for life. As is well known, an encompassing familiarity with the sugyos of Masechta Shabbos is crucial to
understanding many of the relevant halachos. This is
your opportunity to acquire it through a proven learning
framework that works!
Oraysa has the strong endorsement and enthusiastic
encouragement of leading Roshei Yeshivah, Rabbanim
and Gedolei Yisrael, who have issued strong statements
of support for this learning model. The project is under
the auspices of Harav Noach Isaac Oelbaum, shlita, Rav
of Khal Nachlas Yitzchok in Queens.
For more information or to set up or join a shiur or
chaburah in your neighborhood, please contact Oraysa at
855.4OR.AYSA or email info@oraysa.org.

STEM Breakthrough! New
Funding Now Accessible
E. GROSS

Over the last three years, New York State has allocated $50 million toward
funding STEM education in the non-public school system. This provides our
Jewish education system with an exciting opportunity to receive reimbursement
for teachers’ salaries in the science, technology and math subjects. Thankfully,
although there are requirements regarding the teachers’ credentials, they are not
insurmountable or unattainable.
TTI has sifted through the information and would like to present you with the
basic details:
An eligible teacher is either:
• Certified to teach in New York State
• Holds a master’s degree or Ph.D. in a STEM subject or in education
• Holds a bachelor’s degree in a STEM subject or in education and is currently enrolled in a master’s or Ph.D. program in a STEM subject or in education
• Does not teach any religious subject
While some teachers may already hold a New York State teaching certification or a master’s degree in eligible subject matter, many teachers do not.
As such, TTI has created, in conjunction with Daemen College and with
the support of Torah Umesorah, a Master of Education curriculum to meet the
requirements of this program.
Teachers will obtain a master’s in education over the course of two years on
a part-time schedule. With the help of various financial aid and loan forgiveness
programs, TTI expects this degree to come at no cost to the teacher. Classes
begin this fall.
Schools may receive reimbursement funds for any teacher enrolled in the program as of the start of the 2020-2021 school year.
Teachers who do not hold a bachelor’s degree may obtain one with TTI over
the course of the next school year for a minimal cost. The teacher will then be
eligible for STEM funding the following year.
TTI is happy to be a resource to the community. Please feel free to direct any
questions to Mrs. Gottesman at 877-RING-TTI, ext. 148 or t.gottesman@jewishstudiesenrichment.com.

